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By 2050, the world population is expected to reach nine billion. And the challenge of feeding this

rapidly growing population is being made greater by climate change, which will increasingly wreak

havoc on the way we produce our food. At the same time, we have lost touch with the soilâ€”few of

us know where our food comes from, let alone how to grow itâ€”and we are at the mercy of

multinational corporations who control the crops and give little thought to the damage their methods

are inflicting on the planet. Our very future is at risk.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â In Consumed, Sarah

Elton walks fields and farms on three continents, not only investigating the very real threats to our

food, but also telling the little-known stories of the people who are working against time to create a

new and hopeful future. From the mountains of southern France to the highlands of China, from the

crowded streets of Nairobi to the banks of the St. Lawrence River in Quebec, we meet people from

all walks of life who are putting together an alternative to the omnipresent industrial food system. In

the arid fields of rural India we meet a farmer who has transformed her community by selling organic

food directly to her neighbors. We visit a laboratory in Toronto where scientists are breeding a new

kind of rice seed that they claim will feed the world. We learn about Italyâ€™s underground food

movement; how university grads are returning to the fields in China, Greece, and France; and how

in Detroit, plots of vacant land planted with kale and carrots can help us see whatâ€™s

possible.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Food might be the problem, but as Elton shows, it is also the

solution. The food system as we know it was assembled in a few decadesâ€”and if it can be built

that quickly, it can be reassembled and improved in the same amount of time. Elton here lays out

the targets we need to meet by the year 2050. The stories she tells give us hope for avoiding a

daunting fate and instead help us to believe in a not-too-distant future when we can all sit at the

table.
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Consumed - Food for Finite Planet - is essential and stimulating reading. What could be more

central to our wellbeing than the food we eat and the land we produce it on? With projected water

shortages, dwindling biodiversity, and an exponential growth in agricultural oil dependency, it

doesn't take much to see a horrifying crisis on the horizon. But those fears can seem so

overheated, sitting down to a big meal at our tables in the first world; we know we're on the brink,

but we're not certain - and would rather not imagine - that we'll be among the ones who'll suffer.

Sarah Elton neatly shreds our illusions. Her tone is measured, sober, and bracing. Elton shines light

on a series of issues that demand worldwide attention, and her observations are candidly direct.

There will always be those who manipulate or dismiss these concerns, and it can be depressing to

see how easily they displace responsibility. But I've come away from Elton's book invigorated with

optimism. She depicts a number of examples of conscious confrontation - the women's agricultural

cooperative in rural India - rooftop gardens in Queens - sustainable CSAs in China - many many

others. In intelligent, evocative prose, Elton renders numerous examples of positive

self-determination, people she sought out and actually listened to, and she shares their success

stories and methods without hyperbole. I get so sick of talking heads who remain isolated from the

subjects they comment on, always hedging their bets on where and how the system will collapse -

while make sure to suggest how to profit off the chaos that will ensue. They maintain enough

distance to ignore fundamental concerns, taking care to avoid discussing first principals and answer

basic questions about their values.
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